Art Applique-Techniques with
Inktense pencils, watercolor pencils and more!
Half day Class with Desiree!
Come and join me for a fun filled afternoon learning multiple techniques for applying
colored pencils to fabric with amazing results. NO art skills required!! I will bring everything
you need for your class so you can just show up and enjoy the day. I will be teaching you the
secrets for creating an appliqué look with colored pencil, watercolor pencils and more. Learn
how to apply these pencils to achieve many different looks. I will be teaching you faux finishing
techniques like marbling along with blending to give a more realistic look to your designs even
how to create textures. Once sealed these pieces become washable and permanent. Its tons of fun
and this technique can be applied to your art quilts or traditional quilts to add details and
textures. Depending on how fast you work, your block should be close to completed in class and
ready to finish as you like. I will be giving you ideas for how to use your blocks too! There will
be a $20.00 kit fee which will include use of all my supplies plus your prequilted blocks ready
for applying your color. I will have extra pencils, blocks and textile medium for sale during class
for you to take home if needed.

Included in your Kit fee for Art Applique
I will be bringing everything you need to work on your block, you are welcome to bring
any pencils or supplies you have but you are still responsible for the kit fee.
Colored pencils bring what ever you have. I prefer Inktense pencils by Derwent and they
are available at Michaels and most Art stores. I will have all of my colored pencils,
watercolor pencils and textile medium available for your use in class only.
Pre-Quilted panel, approx. 15”x15”- your kit fee will cover two pre-quilted blocks, I
will have a limited number of extra blocks available for purchase during class.
Textile Medium- This acts as a blender/sealer. I will have extra bottles available.

I will be teaching you different painting techniques using colored pencils and watercolor
pencils. I will provide the pencils for you to use during class. I use Prismacolor colored
pencils, Derwent Inktense, and watercolor pencils. Please bring a notebook and
something to write with along with a fine point permanent marker or pen.
You will learn:
x Color selection
x Blending
x Shading
x How to apply the pencil
x Sealing
x Marbleizing and so much more.
This simple technique is so much fun, once you learn it you can apply to other surfaces,
other projects. Depending on how quickly you work you should take home a completed
piece, ready to finish, as you like!
This is going to be a fun filled day of creative coloring and painting.

Desiree’s Designs
Desiree Habicht
Questions?? Feel free to email me at desiree@desireesdesigns.com

This is a sample of a whole cloth quilt, 48” x 48”, done completely with my art applique method.

